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ABSTRACT: Sepiolite is a natural clay silicate that is widely used,
including biomedical applications; notably sepiolite shows promising
features for the transfer of biological macromolecules into
mammalian cells. However, before its use, such an approach should
address the efficiency of binding to biological macromolecules and
cell toxicity. Because sepiolite spontaneously forms aggregates, its
disaggregation can represent an important challenge for improving
the suspension performance and the assembly with biological species.
However, this can also influence the toxicity of sepiolite in
mammalian cells. Here, a very pure commercial sepiolite (Pangel
S9), which is present as a partially defibrillated clay mineral, is used
to study the consequences of additional deagglomeration/dispersion
through sonication. We analyzed the impact of extra sonication on
the dispersion of sepiolite aggregates. Factors such as sonication time, sonicator power, and temperature are taken into account. With
increasing sonication time, a decrease in aggregation is observed, as well as a decrease in the length of the nanofibers monitored by
atomic force microscopy. Changes in the temperature and pH of the solution are also observed during the sonication process.
Moreover, although the adsorption capacity of bovine serum albumin (BSA) protein on sepiolite is increased with sonication time,
the DNA adsorption efficiency remains unaffected. Finally, sonication of sepiolite decreases the hemolytic activity in blood cells and
the toxicity in two different human cell lines. These data show that extra sonication of deagglomerated sepiolite can further favor its
interaction with some biomacromolecules (e.g., BSA), and, in parallel, decrease sepiolite toxicity in mammalian cells. Therefore,
sonication represents an alluring procedure for future biomedical applications of sepiolite, even when using commercial defibrillated
particles.

1. INTRODUCTION
Sepiolite and palygorskite belong to a clay mineral family of
silicates of fibrous morphology with interesting crystal
structures and surface properties as they show a large specific
surface area and the presence of silanol groups (�Si−OH),
facilitating the interaction with diverse types of compounds.
Due to these characteristics, sepiolite is mainly used for its
adsorbent and rheological properties.1,2 These clay minerals
are marketed for a wide variety of uses and are nowadays
intensively investigated for the development of numerous
advanced materials.3−21 In the last decade, sepiolite has
attracted growing interest for biomedical applications. Indeed,
sepiolite has been shown to be able to bind different kinds of
biological macromolecules, including polysaccharides, lipids,
proteins, and DNAs.20−24

Sepiolite is a hydrated magnesium silicate with a unit cell
formula of Si12O30Mg8(OH, F)4(OH2)4·8H2O; its structural
arrangement consists of alternate magnesium silicate blocks

and intracrystalline cavities named tunnels that grow in the
crystallographic c-direction. Tunnels that reach the external
surface of sepiolite fibers can be considered as channels. These
structures are involved in the interaction between the silicate
and many diverse compounds, in particular through silanol
groups (�Si−OH) located at the edges of the channels.25,26

Other active sites at the sepiolite interface include the
negatively charged surface attributed to isomorphical sub-
stitution of Mg2+ ions by Al3+ ions and other trivalent cations
in the octahedral layers. These two types of active sites are
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central to the adsorption mechanisms that occur at the external
surfaces of fibrous clay minerals.26

Natural raw sepiolite appears at the electronic microscope as
bundles resulting from the agglomeration of their silicate
microfibers, which can be disaggregated in concentrated water
dispersions by applying high-speed mechanical shearing or by
ultrasonication. The resulting products at the industrial level
are considered samples of “rheological grade” sepiolite
products, which have been commercialized as thickening or
suspending agents (e.g., Pangel S9).27,28 However, such
materials still contain aggregates, and it has been shown that
their further dispersion can improve efficacy regarding many
different applications. For instance, detangled sepiolite
promotes the transfer of DNA into mammalian cells, but the
efficiency can be optimized through additional sonication of
sepiolite (sSep) before the synthesis of the bionanocomposite
sSep/DNA.20

Therefore, for the use of sepiolite in different applications,
increased disaggregation can be important for wider spreading
and the formation of stable and homogeneous suspensions that
are crucial steps to improve their performance. Some
mechanical irradiation (ultrasounds) has also been proposed
as a procedure to efficiently defibrillate sepiolite to generate
colloidal routes to obtain new heterostructured functional
nanomaterials.26

The individual particles of sepiolite (even those that have
been previously defibrillated) can easily aggregate in water
through hydrogen bonding and van der Waals interactions to
form bundles and aggregates, limiting clay dispersion.29 Of
note, a recent study reports on the colloidal dispersion
behavior of individual sepiolite fibers by analyzing the diffusive
motion of some natural clays. The authors show that sepiolite
nanoclay demonstrates rich Brownian-type rotational dynam-
ics.30 To improve the dispersibility of sepiolite, several
strategies have been evaluated, and the most common
approaches include mechanical treatment, addition of chemical
dispersants to the suspension, and chemical modification of the
mineral surface.28 Chemical treatments can modify the
chemical properties of sepiolite and/or its toxicity in
mammalian cells. Mechanical treatment can consist of
ultrasound or high-speed shear processes, among others,
which are capable of dispersing particle aggregates into smaller
aggregates or simple particles without damaging the crystalline
structure. Sonication has been presented as a relatively simple
approach to disaggregate sepiolite fibers and improve their
properties and characteristics.26 Sonication involves the
process of cavitation generation, which consists of the creation,
growth, and collapse of bubbles formed in the liquid due to
high intensity ultrasound irradiation.31 In recent years, this
technique has received much attention, especially due to the
advent of nanotechnological applications for the assembly of
nanoparticles to generate advanced functional nanoarchitec-
tures, including sepiolite-based materials.5,11 The sonication
process makes it possible to improve the homogeneity of
nanomaterials in suspensions and potentially achieve a smaller
size distribution. In the field of nanomaterials and their
application in biotechnology, the quality of the suspensions is
very important, since this will determine the properties that
can interfere with the nanomaterial interaction(s) with other
molecules. This process can potentially alter the main physical
and chemical properties of nanomaterials, such as size,
morphology, increased contact surface area and surface charge
distribution.32,33 The literature has reported the importance of

controlling the sonication process and the impact that it can
have on the particle parameters.34−38 More specifically,
sonication of commercial sepiolite (Pangel S9) strongly
stimulates the transfer of DNA into mammalian cells.21

Therefore, it is essential to evaluate whether sonication affects
the interaction of sepiolite with biological macromolecules and
its potential detrimental effects on cell viability. In this respect,
it is important to determine how different factors, such as
power, duration, and temperature, can affect the quality of the
dispersion. Although these considerations have been taken into
account by some researchers, work in this area remains limited.
Bihari et al. (2008) studied the stability of dispersions of
different nanomaterials using different ultrasound energies with
different dispersion stabilizers. Hartmann et al. (2015)
highlighted that although work has been carried out to
understand the different factors that affect the dispersion
quality of nanomaterials, there is still no well-defined and
universally accepted sonication procedure.

Here, we studied the process of deagglomeration/dispersion
of sepiolite nanofibers to identify the optimum conditions for
this process to produce detangled sepiolite for future biological
applications. We first focused on the analysis of factors such as
sonication time, sonicator power, temperature, and pH.
Second, as a proof of concept, we analyzed the adsorption
capacity of a protein (bovine serum albumin, BSA) and DNA
on sonicated sepiolite (sSep). Finally, to assess whether
sonication can affect sepiolite toxicity in mammalian cells, we
analyzed the impact of the sonication of sepiolite on hemolytic
activity in blood cells and toxicity/proliferation in human cell
lines.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Preparation of Sepiolite Suspension Using

Vortex Dispersion. In this study, sepiolite (Sep) obtained
from Vicaĺvaro-Vallecas deposits, Madrid (Spain), was
generously supplied by TOLSA, S.A. with the trade name of
Pangel S9. A 2 mg/mL sepiolite suspension was prepared in 10
mM Tris−HCl buffer, pH = 7.5, under vigorous vortexing at a
maximum speed for a minimum time of 10 min to properly
disperse the clay.

2.2. Preparation of Sepiolite Suspensions Using
Ultrasound. Four tubes were prepared with sepiolite in 10
mL of a suspension in 10 mM Tris−HCl buffer, pH = 7.5, at a
concentration of 2 mg/mL for ultrasonication. The clay was
dispersed using a Vibra-Cell VC-50-1 (Sonics & Materials)
with a standard Ti probe with a diameter and length of 13 mm
and 138 mm, respectively, and a generator output power of 50
W. The sepiolite suspension was sonicated three times with an
on/off pulse duration of 10 s at different sonication times (10,
20, 60, and 180 s). The procedure was repeated for each
sonication time with amplitude settings of 30, 50, and 100%.

2.3. Effective Acoustic Power. The effective acoustic
power delivered to the sonicated suspension is an important
parameter for obtaining reproducible dispersions. This is
different from the electrical input or output power of the
generator indicated by the manufacturer as this is the actual
power that is delivered to the suspension during sonication.41

Among many methods for the calculation of effective delivered
power, the most commonly used method is calorimetry.41 This
is known to be a simple and efficient way to directly measure
the effective power delivered to a suspension.42 In this method,
the increase in temperature in the liquid at a given ultrasonic
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equipment setting is recorded over time, and the effective
power delivered is calculated using eq 1

= · ·P T
t

M Cd
d p

i
k
jjj y

{
zzz (1)

where P is the delivered acoustic power, T is the temperature, t
is the time, CP is the specific heat of the liquid (4.18 J.g−1. K−1

for water), and M is the mass of the liquid.
2.4. Calorimetric Experiment. The temperature was

measured using a digital thermometer (GESA Termoḿetros,
S.L). The probe was introduced 4 cm below the surface of the
liquid without touching the walls of the tube. The increase in
temperature was recorded for 5 min at 30 s intervals. The data
obtained allowed the construction of a temperature versus time
graph; from this graph, the linear fit and the slope (which is the
increase in temperature over time) were obtained. These data
enable calculation of the effective acoustic power using eq 1.
The experiment was repeated three times for each of the three
amplitudes used.

2.5. Differential Centrifugation. The centrifugation
study was performed for sSep solutions at different sonication
times (10, 20, 60, and 180 s). Particles of different sizes in a
suspension settle at different rates, and larger particles and
denser sediment settle faster. By increasing the centrifugal
force, the sedimentation rates can be increased. An Eppendorf
541712 centrifuge was used at varying angular velocity values
of 0, 500, 1000, 2000, and 5000 rpm. Aliquots with a volume of
200 μL were taken at the mean height of the liquid in each
sample, and the absorbance at a wavelength of 350 nm was
measured using an Epoch Microplate spectrophotometer
(BioTeK Instruments). The experiment was repeated three
times for each sonication time.

2.6. Experimental Determination of the Sedimenta-
tion Velocity and the Aggregation Index. 2.6.1. Sed-
imentation Velocity. The sedimentation velocity was
determined using the data obtained for sedimentation of
sepiolite suspensions with different sonication times. The
samples were shaken so that they were as uniform as possible
throughout the entire tube. Subsequently, the samples were left
to rest, and the absorbance was measured at 0, 15, 30, and 60
min.

After determining the pairs of absorbance values as a
function of time, the sedimentation curve was obtained. With
this graphical representation, the sedimentation velocity was
calculated as a function of the sonication time. From the
experimental data obtained, the values for the slopes at the
origin, (dAbs/dt), coincide with the sedimentation velocities.
2.6.2. Aggregation Index. The aggregation index (AI) was

calculated using eq 2.43,44

= ·AI
OD

OD OD
100Min

Max Min

i
k
jjjjj

y
{
zzzzz (2)

where ODMax represents the maximum in the absorbance band
of the spectrum, ODMin is the minimum absorbance; sepiolite
shows light absorption predominantly at approximately 300−
350 nm,.45 The values for the max and min wavelengths were
350 and 600 nm, respectively.

2.7. sSep-Protein Synthesis. Protein solutions were
prepared at different concentrations (5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 150,
and 200 μg/mL). The protein used was bovine serum albumin
(BSA): 2 mg/mL stock solutions were prepared in 10 mM
Tris−HCl buffer, pH = 7.5. For each protein sample at

different concentrations, 500 μL of sSep was added at a
concentration of 100 μg/mL. The samples were completed
with a 10 mM Tris−HCl, pH = 7.5 solution, until 1 mL was
obtained for each sample. All sSep/protein mixtures were
stirred overnight at 25 °C. Finally, the mixtures were
centrifuged for 5 min at 5000 rpm, and the protein
concentrations in the supernatants were measured using a
NanoDrop ND1000 spectrophotometer.39,40

2.8. sSep− DNA Synthesis. For these samples, a Tris−
HCl/CaCl2 solution consisting of 25 mL of 20 mM Tris−HCl
at pH = 7.5, 5 mL of 100 mM CaCl2, and 20 mL of distilled
water was prepared; 1 mL of sSep dispersion was taken at 2
mg/mL and centrifuged for 5 min at 5000 rpm, the
supernatant was removed, and the precipitate was resuspended
in 10 mL of Tris−HCl/CaCl2 solution. Plasmid DNA was
used, which was obtained by amplifying a bacterial culture and
was purified using the NucleoBond Plasmid Purification
Protocol. For each DNA sample at different concentrations,
500 μL of sSep in Tris−HCL/CaCl2 was added at a
concentration of 100 μg/mL. The samples were completed
with 10 mM Tris−HCl, pH = 7.5 solution, until a volume of 1
mL was obtained for each sample. These samples were
incubated under stirring overnight at 25 °C.

The mixtures were centrifuged for 5 min at 5000 rpm, and
the DNA concentrations in the supernatants were measured
using a NanoDrop ND1000 spectrophotometer.

2.9. Calculation of Adsorption Isotherms. To deter-
mine the adsorption isotherms for the different proteins used
in our experiment, the concentration of the adsorbent phase
was calculated using eq 3.46

=
×

q
C C V

m
( )

e
0

(3)

where C0 is the initial value of the protein concentrations (μg/
mL), C is the protein concentration (μg/mL) in the
supernatant, V denotes the volume (mL), and m (μg) is the
amount of clay.

The adsorption performance was calculated, as shown in eq
4.46,47

= ×C C
C

(%)
( )

1000

0 (4)

2.10. Hemolytic Activity. Blood cells were extracted from
human blood drawn from normal patients. The cells were
washed three times with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
solution. A suspension of erythrocytes was prepared by
forming 2 mL of packed erythrocytes in 100 mL of PBS
solution. A 0.1% sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) solution and a
negative control PBS pH 7.4 were used as positive and negative
controls, respectively.

For the evaluation of the compounds, 0.2 mL of erythrocyte
solution was used, to which 10 μL of the sSep dispersion was
added and brought to a volume of 10 mL with PBS. The
positive control was evaluated by taking 0.2 mL of the
erythrocyte solution and completing the 10 mL volume with
0.1% Na2CO3. For the negative control, 0.2 mL of erythrocyte
solution was taken, and the volume was made up to 10 mL
with PBS. Once the compound was added, the samples were
carefully mixed and allowed to stand for 1 h at 37 °C.

The samples were centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 10 min. The
absorbance at 545 nm was measured with a spectrophotometer
(Pharmacia LKB·ULTROSPEC III).
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In each test, three replicates for each sSep dispersion and
each reading were made. The hemolytic activity of sepiolite at
different concentrations was calculated from the average
absorbance for three repetitions and was expressed as a
percentage using eq 5.48

= •
•

·H%
OD OD

OD OD
100S NC

PC NC (5)

where ODS, ODNC, and ODPC are the optical density for the
sample, negative control, and positive control, respectively.

2.11. Human Cell Toxicity Assay. The cell lines U2OS
(human osteosarcoma) and RG37 (SV40-transformed human
fibroblasts) were maintained at 37 °C with 5% CO2 in
modified Eagle’s medium (MEM). One day after seeding of
the cells, sepiolite (10 μg/mL) was added to the culture
medium. Cells were collected 1 day after exposure to sepiolite.
Cell pellets were resuspended in PBS and stained with the
LIVE/DEAD Viability/Cytotoxicity Kit from Invitrogen
(#L3224) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Flow
cytometry analyses were performed using an Accuri C6 flow
cytometer (BD Biosciences). A Calcein AM probe was used to
measure the live cells (FL-1 channel), and an ethidium

homodimer-1 probe was used to measure the dead cells (FL-2
channel).

2.12. AFM Imaging. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
imaging of sepiolite was performed using a freshly cleaved mica
surface (V1 quality, EMS) treated with 50 μM spermidine for 1
min. Excess spermidine solution was blotted with a filter paper,
and 3−5 μL of sepiolite dispersion was deposited onto the
mica surface, incubated for 1−2 min, and rinsed with 25 μL of
ultrapure water. The surface was blotted and dried. Imaging
was carried out in the peak force mode with SCANASYST-Air
probes (Bruker) with a Multimode system (Bruker) operating
with a Nanoscope V controller (Bruker). All images were
collected at a scan frequency of 1 Hz and a resolution of 1024
× 1024 pixels. Images were analyzed with Nanoscope V and
ImageJ software. A third-order polynomial function was used
to remove the background.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Calorimetric Analysis. Although in principle, the

increase of temperature produced by the treatment should not
induce major transformation of the materials, we performed a
calorimetric study. The calorimetric data reveal an increase in
temperature with increasing sonication time (Figure 1). The

Figure 1. Calorimetric analysis with three different powers (%), as a function of the sonication times. Each point corresponds to three independent
experiments (in triplicate for each repeat).

Figure 2. Analysis of pH as a function of sonication time for different input powers. Each point corresponds to three independent experiments (in
triplicate for each repeat).
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effective acoustic power delivered to the suspension at 30, 50,
and 100% amplitude is 0.60 ± 0.02, 0.87 ± 0.03, and 1.18 ±
0.03 W, respectively.

The vibrational waves generated by ultrasound irradiation
promote the creation of microbubbles, which undergo a
process of expansion and collapse. This indicates that despite
the high-energy source, most of the energy is lost during the
generation of these microbubbles, and only a small fraction is
actually delivered to the fibers in the suspension exposed to the
ultrasound waves.41,49

Some studies have highlighted the importance of controlling
the effective acoustic power compared to the input power of
ultrasonic equipment for better control of dispersion during
sonication.49,50 In addition, the pH also evolves with sonication
time and power. For the two lowest acoustic powers, a slight
pH decrease is observed with increasing sonication time, while
a stronger pH decrease with time is recorded for the highest
power (Figure 2).

The lixiviation of magnesium from the clay can also affect
the pH. One can suggest that with sonication and increasing
sonication time, more magnesium can be lixiviated, resulting in
a pH decrease. This can also affect the charge at the surface of

the clay, which can be important in view of the interactions
with the biomolecule.

As previously observed, there is a relationship between
sonication time and temperature, but this parameter in turn
can generate pH variations. Indeed, the temperature affects the
pH since its variation is affected by the elements composing
the solutions. An increase in temperature stimulates the
dissociation of salts, acids, and bases, increasing the
concentration of ions in the solution. In addition, increasing
the temperature will decrease the viscosity and increase the
mobility of the ions.

Since sepiolite absorbs biomolecules on its surface, it is
important to consider the surface charge. The pH changes can
lead to alterations in the surface charge of the fibers, leading to
modifications in the adsorption of some ions.51−53

3.2. Dispersion of sSep. To estimate the dispersion
efficiency, the sonicated nanoparticle solutions were subjected
to centrifugation that enables separation of particles according
to their mass. The absorbance in the UV−Vis range for the
resulting supernatant is the most widely used method of
detection for analytical centrifugation.54

Figure 3. Centrifugation velocity of the sSep suspensions. Centrifugation was performed for 5 min for each speed indicated in the figure with
different sonication times (indicated in the figure). Each point corresponds to three independent experiments (in triplicate for each repeat).

Figure 4. AI (a) and images of sepiolite nanofibers taken under a microscope (Leica Microsystems Microscope) (b). A standard transillumination
technique of optical microscopy (bright field) was used, the dimensions of the images were 1024 × 1024, 16 bit per pixel and the objective 100×/
1.45 (100× magnification and 1.45 numerical aperture). Data are taken from the average values for at least three independent experiments carried
out in triplicate. Error bars represent the standard deviations. (b) Images of sepiolite nanofibers taken under a microscope (Leica Microsystems
Fluorescence Microscope). Data are taken from the average values for at least three independent experiments carried out in triplicate. Error bars
represent the standard deviations.
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Nonsonicated sepiolite samples were observed to reach
centrifugation equilibrium at a speed lower than 500 rpm. This
suggests that although the samples are defibrillated prior to
sonication, they still contain aggregates and that the sizes of the
aggregates or particles are large. In contrast, the sonicated
samples reach centrifugation equilibrium at speeds higher than
1000 rpm (Figure 3), suggesting that the aggregates are
smaller. No significant differences are observed for centrifuga-
tion speeds higher than 1000 rpm (Figure 3).

These data show that sonication leads to smaller aggregates/
particles, even using Pangel S9, that is, corresponding to a
previously detangled sepiolite sample. However, no differences
are observed for varying sonication time. Therefore, to
distinguish possible more subtle differences for different
sonication times, we performed gentler analyses, and we
measured the AI and the spontaneous sedimentation velocity.
Indeed, the size of the particles also affects the sedimentation
velocity, and the larger particles will precipitate at a higher
velocity.

We analyzed the stability of the suspension and the
aggregation by UV−Vis spectroscopy. Figure 4a shows the
AI values obtained from analysis of the UV−Vis spectra and
images obtained from fluorescence microscopy of the
sonicated samples (Figure 4b).

The AI is predominantly affected by the particle size. The
light scattering intensity increases with particle size, leading to
greater AI values. Values below 10 usually represent solutions
with insignificant amounts of soluble aggregates.43 The data
shown in Figure 4 show that nonsonicated sepiolite
(defibrillated) still contains aggregates but that sonication
dissociates these aggregates with an efficiency that increases
with sonication time, with a strong effect obtained as soon as
10 s of sonication.

Then, we analyzed the impact of sonication on the
spontaneous sedimentation of sepiolite fibers (Figure 5).
Figure 5a shows the variation in sedimentation for the different
sonication times. The different degrees of sedimentation
should be noted (Figure 5b). A strong decrease is observed
immediately after 10 s of sonication, which then progressively
decreases with increasing sonication time (Figure 5a). Several
theoretical and/or experimental studies have been carried out
to evaluate the sedimentation process and to determine the

sedimentation velocity of isolated particles and aggregates of
particles settling in blocks. It has been found that there is an
influence of shape, aggregation, and particle size on the
sedimentation velocity of suspensions.55,56 Here, the exposed
sedimentation velocity data are consistent with the analysis of
the AI (see above).

AFM images of sepiolite nanoclays have shown prominent
size distribution and varied morphology.30 The AFM analysis
performed here (Figure 6) confirmed (i) the presence of
aggregates in the nonsonicated initial sample of sepiolite and
the dissociation of sepiolite aggregates upon sonication.
Remarkably, a sonication time of 60 s leads to a shortening
of the nanofiber length compared to that for a sonication time
of 10 s (Figure 6).

62% of the sepiolite nanofibers are found to have a length
ranging between 100 and 400 nm without ultrasonic treatment.
This value does not change for sepiolite sonicated for 10 s
(63%) but decreases to 44% for sepiolite sonicated for 60 s
(Figure 6c).

The maximum lengths of the nonsonicated sepiolite are
found to range from 1900−2000 nm for 0.75% of the
nanofibers. With increasing sonication time, the range of
maximum lengths decreases to 1800−1900 nm for 0.25% of
the fibers, upon 10 s of sonication, and to [1600−1700] for
0.17% of the fibers upon 60 s of sonication. This shows a
decrease in the maximum length with increasing sonication
time. The proportion of nanofibers with lengths less than 100
nm is increased from 7 to 10% and 16% after treatment for 0,
10, and 60 s, respectively.

3.3. Impact of Sonication Time on the Adsorption of
BSA and DNA. To assess whether the investigated sepiolite
dispersion parameters impact the binding of biological
macromolecules, we first measured the adsorption isotherms
for sSep for two different kinds of essential biological
molecules, that is, one model protein (bovine serum albumin,
BSA) or DNA (Figure 7).

Remarkably, the two kinds of biological molecules behave
differently. Indeed, while BSA protein adsorption increases
with the dispersion of nanofibers (higher sonication time),
DNA adsorption does not show significant difference with
increasing sonication time (Figure 7).

Figure 5. Sedimentation velocity (a) and 24 h of sedimentation of sepiolite sonicated for different times (indicated in the figure). The samples were
left to rest, and the absorbance was measured at 0, 15, 30, and 60 min. The values correspond to the average of at least three independent
experiments, each carried out in triplicate. Error bars represent the standard deviations. (b) Representative images after sedimentation of sSep.
White arrow: sepiolite pellet.
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Observations of the Sep/DNA bionanocomposites using
TEM and AFM confirm that the DNA-sepiolite fiber assembly
partially covers the surface of the sepiolite nanoparticles, and
that, additionally, it is possible for more than two nanofibers to
be linked by one DNA plasmid chain.20 This aspect could be
related to the low variation in DNA adsorption in relation to
the sonication time.

3.4. Hemolytic Activity. To estimate the consequences of
sepiolite sonication on human cells, we first monitored
hemolytic (H) activity on erythrocytes, which reflects toxicity.
Indeed, in the case where we would like to use sepiolite as a
carrier for therapeutic molecules in future medical develop-
ment, its impact on erythrocytes in blood becomes a
paramount parameter, as discussed previously.8,9,57 Interest-
ingly, while nonsonicated sepiolite exhibits H values that range
from approximately 80% (Figure 8), sonication of sepiolite
decreases the H values as a function of sonication time.
Notably, the H value drops to only 20% with sepiolite

sonicated for 180 s (Figure 8). Some authors have reported
changes in the hemolytic activity of sepiolite.58,59 These
changes are associated with the dimensions of the fibers, as
well as the sources of the deposits, since this clay can contain
impurities. Note that in our study, a shortening of the length of
the nanofibers was observed.

These data suggest that sonication of sepiolite significantly
reduces the toxicity of this mineral and that stronger treatment
increases the dispersion of aggregates and reduces the fiber
size, preventing sepiolite toxicity.

3.5. Impact of Sonication on Human Cell Toxicity.
Hemolytic activity can be considered as a toxicity assay.
However, erythrocytes are very specific cells, without a
nucleus, and, thus, show limited metabolism; therefore, we
analyzed the impact of sepiolite sonication on the toxicity of
two different human cell lines: RG37 (a human SV40
transformed fibroblasts) and U2OS cells (from a human
osteosarcoma). After 24 h of exposure, nonsonicated sepiolite

Figure 6. Sepiolite length distribution. Samples sonicated at (a) 0, (b) 10, and (c) 60; the insets show the AFM images for each distribution of
sepiolite fibers [scan size 8 × 8 μm2 for (a,b), and scan size 4 × 4 μm2 for (c)]. Measurements were made on about 400 molecules for each
experimental condition. The vertical scale bar is 100 nm.
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increases the frequency of dead cells and, in parallel, decreases
the frequency of living cells in both cell lines (Figure 9).
Sonication of sepiolite rescues viability in both cell lines.
Indeed, the frequency of dead cells drops, and in parallel, the
frequency of living cells increases to levels close to that of
untreated cells (Figure 9). However, the sonication time does
not significantly influence the cell viability.

Collectively, the above reported data show that sonication of
sepiolite decreases its toxicity. The fact that sonication time has
no effect on the toxicity suggests that the toxicity
predominantly results from the fiber aggregates rather than
the size of the fibers (compare Figure 9 with Figure 6). These

data might appear paradoxical because sonication should
increase dispersion, and more cells should be affected.
However, sepiolite fibers can be spontaneously internalized
into cells but can also be spontaneously rejected from the cell,
as we have previously shown.21 The final toxicity depends on
the final balance between these parameters. Indeed, toxicity
depends on the equilibrium internalization/externalization
from the cells; thanks to sonication, smaller aggregates should
be more easily rejected, being thus less toxic, although more
cells should be targeted. In contrast bigger aggregates should
be less easily rejected and the fact that they are stuck in the cell
leads to cell toxicity.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Here, we report that increasing the sepiolite sonication time
enhances the adsorption efficiency for BSA, while this does not
affect DNA binding efficiency. Finally, sonication of sepiolite
diminishes both the hemolytic activity, and the cell
proliferation decreases, suggesting that cell toxicity is decreased
due to sonication of the sepiolite fibers.

The information presented throughout this work confirms
the presence of aggregates in nonsonicated initial commercial
samples of sepiolite but that their disaggregation is possible
through sonication. Notably, a shortening of the nanofibers is
observed for 3 × 60 s of ultrasonic treatment, compared to 3 ×
10 s of treatment in the same experimental conditions.
Increasing sonication time further might increase disaggrega-
tion and might shorten further the length of the fibers.
Additionally, increased disaggregation might lead to the release
of short fibers trapped in aggregates. However, it could be

Figure 7. Adsorption isotherms for (a) BSA and (b) DNA on sepiolite. Each point has error bars for three different experiments carried out in
triplicate for each condition. Reaction conditions: 10 mM Tris−HCl pH = 7.5 and a sepiolite concentration of 2 mg/mL. 100 μg of sepiolite was
used in each experiment. Adsorption occurred at 25 °C under agitation overnight using a variable speed Thermo Scientific tube revolver/rotator.

Figure 8. Hemolytic activity (H) of human red blood cells as a
function of sonication time of sepiolite. Data show the average values
taken from at least three independent experiments carried out in
triplicate. Error bars represent the standard deviations.
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expected that a plateau level could be reached for long
sonication times. Remarkably, sonication of the sepiolite
samples used here does not impact the efficiency of DNA
binding but improves the efficiency of binding of one model
protein, BSA, and, importantly, decreases the toxicity in
mammalian cells. We cannot exclude that further increase of
sonication time might allow to reach a threshold above which
the DNA binding would be improved. Possibly, the binding of
proteins might be improved, and the cell toxicity further
decreased. However, plateau levels might also be reached for
these parameters. Note that our data suggest that sepiolite
microfibril aggregation could result in cell toxicity. Therefore,
commercially available sepiolite (Pangel S9), supplied as a
partially defibrillated clay mineral, could still be significantly
improved by sonication, especially useful for future biomedical
applications. The fact that ultrasonication improves the
binding of biological macromolecules (such as proteins) and,
in parallel, reduces the cell toxicity, might represent a very
alluring improvement to use sepiolite in some biomedical
applications, such as non-viral vector for cancer treatment.
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